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Your organization is capable of higher performance than you imagined possible
when you shift to Real Flow.
Business leaders have seen it before. Teams that should be achieving great work with ease
are caught in a wild frenzy of competing priorities. Gradually their people suffer burnout,
innovation evaporates, and time and energy are wasted on the wrong problems.
Thanks to this organizational multitasking, their organization is flooding from the pressure to
do it all. But there is an unexpected solution to achieve high-performance once again.
Organizational agility expert Brandi Olson brings front and center what happens when an
organization chases too many priorities simultaneously. Featuring extensive interviews with
organizational leaders, Real Flow demonstrates the principles of flow that will create the
environment teams need to achieve and sustain high performance. Integrating cognitive
science, organizational agility, and Lean principles, this is your guide to deliver exceptional
value and enable people to be happy, healthy, and engaged in their work.
Discover:
•

The costly link between competing priorities, multitasking, and burnout and why
no amount of vacation, self-care, or team-building activities will solve it.

•

How to embrace the ecosystem paradigm and the direct impact it has on an
organization’s ability to adapt, change and thrive.

•

Strategies to remedy the burnout problem that don’t involve doing less,
expecting less or shrinking the to-do list.

•

How to redefine performance to maximize human potential for the long-term
over the short term and what that will do for your teams.

•

The essential practice of limiting work in progress to improve the flow of value,
plus the radical effect it has on solving the challenges your organization is facing.

Leaders don’t need to choose between good work and their teams’ well-being. Leading a
high-performance organization depends on happy, healthy people. Read Real Flow and
cultivate an evidence-driven approach to design a high-performing, agile organization,
improve employee retention, and stop the burnout for good.
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Brandi works at the
intersection of organizational
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teams, and human-centered
design. She believes the best way to deliver exceptional value is through teams who are
deeply engaged, high performing, and happy. Her approach is built through her diverse
experience as a teacher, a designer, an entrepreneur and CEO of a thriving consultancy.
She is a trusted advisor to executives and companies ranging from global financial services
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businesses, and nonprofits.
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WARNING

B O O K EXCE RP T

Once you read this book, you will not
be able to unlearn what you have
read. You will see it everywhere and
in every facet of the work you are
doing. You will no longer be satisfied
with the level of performance that
your organization has been able to
achieve up to this point. You will
realize that you, your organization,
and the people at the center of it
have been settling for expectations
that are far too low and an amount
of stress that is far too high. And
you will find the relief you’ve been
looking for.
CHAPTER ONE: STUCK IN THE
FLOOD
I was standing in three feet of cold,
rushing water and trying desperately
not to lose the feeling in my feet.
After all, they were the only thing
keeping me upright. One wrong
move and the river would take me
away.
To my right was my paddle, while to
my left was my kayak, its tip jammed
between two rocks. The more the
water rushed, the farther my paddle
drifted away, and the more stuck my
kayak became.
It was the second time that day that I
had been separated from my paddle,
so to say I was frustrated was an
understatement.
But I had known what I was getting
into when I had launched into the
water that morning, and I had done it
anyway.
Most of the time, the Amnicon River
in northern Wisconsin moves at a
quick but manageable speed and
has a few challenging white-water
rapids. It’s a difficult but fun course,

and when the water is right, I can
usually paddle my favorite stretch in
about four hours.
But in the spring, the river changes.

The snow melts up north, which
causes an intense flood of water to
migrate into the river. Suddenly, my
usual demanding but feasible stretch
of water becomes a raging monster.
The canal gets overwhelmed by
the amount of water, and the entire
stretch becomes one unending,
unrelenting series of rapids. At this
new pace, there is no opportunity to
pull over and scout out what’s ahead.
The focus becomes maneuvering
around what is right in front of you,
instead of looking downstream at
what is coming next.
Even harder, the run becomes
unpredictable and there is no way
to see what kind of obstacles are
under the surface—which is exactly
what had landed me in this situation,
separated from my kayak and paddle,
straddling rocks, and attempting to
stay afloat as the river roared on.
As I stood there, stuck in an
impossible position, I questioned
everything that had led me to
that moment. I had known before
entering the river that, ironically,
although the water was churning
down the river at a rapid pace, it
would take me twice as long as
it usually did to paddle the same
distance. I had known it was likely
that I would get stuck on submerged
rocks, tangled in trees that had fallen
into the river, or dumped into the
water because of the runoff. But I
believed my expert paddling skills
would keep me out of the situation
I found myself in: tipped out of the
kayak and watching my paddle float
away.

The unfortunate truth was that,
even though I was a skilled paddler,
it didn’t matter. The flooding river
diminished my performance, made
it harder to navigate obstacles,
and caused me to move at a much
slower pace—even though the water
itself was moving faster than usual.
Organizations Are Like Rivers
Similar to my favorite white-water
river, organizations experience
various states of flow and flood.
When an organization is flowing like
it should, things just seem to work
right—people work hard, actually
deliver great things with ease,
and love their work. Innovative
ideas emerge and transform
into real value. Collaboration
feels like second nature, and
accomplishments pile up.
But in a state of flood, the work is
too fast, too much, and most things
take longer to finish than anyone
expects. There is no limit to the
amount of work that gets started,
and an unlimited amount never gets
finished. Flooding in organizations
is what makes people feel like
they’re caught in a wild frenzy of
activity, overwhelmed, barely in
control, and not getting enough
work done.
Simply put, flood is the feeling of
working hard while drowning in
hard work.
It probably won’t surprise you to
learn that most organizations are
flooding. Some are aware of it,
but most become oblivious to it
because a raging river feels like
it’s moving fast. The water may be
moving fast, but you are moving
slow.

Fast water does not mean fast
travel. Chaos can be easily mistaken for the feeling of productivity
when we are in a constant state of
urgency. This happens especially
when our entire culture of
modern management—a term that
encompasses the organizational
management practices of our time
that are extremely common but out
of sync with reality—reinforces the
illusion that working hard equals
being productive.

serious damage—just as it did to my
kayak, paddle, and pride. Economist
and father of lean thinking, W.
Edwards Deming, calls these
“heavy losses,” by which he means
losses of immeasurable cost that
fundamentally harm the DNA of an
organization.
There are three critical heavy losses
that I witness happening over and
over again in organizations:
1.

In other words, it doesn’t matter
how great of a paddler I am. If I’m
swept up in a flooded river, I’m going
to spend more time managing its
mayhem and hurdles and less time
moving toward my destination.
But there are even bigger tolls that
a flooding river creates beyond
productivity issues. In flooding
organizations, leaders put people in
positions where they are forced to
choose between doing great work
and prioritizing their own well-being.
And in addition to the very real
human cost, flooding organizations
waste time and energy managing
the flood instead of doing the actual
work that matters most.
As an expert in organizational
learning and change, I teach leaders
how to solve problems and adapt
fast with high-performing teams.
I have spent nearly two decades
consulting with organizations across
diverse sectors—from nonprofits
to universities to global Fortune
50 companies—and the patterns
and connections I find between
organizational multitasking, burnout,
and performance are undeniable.
It should come as no surprise that
flooding within an organization,
instead of flow, can cause some

2.

3.

People burn out. Burnout
is more likely when
employees are trying to
navigate a flooding river
indefinitely. The result?
People are overworked,
exhausted, and discouraged.
People who are experiencing
chronic burnout either
disengage or leave.
Innovation evaporates.
Innovation requires
learning, experimenting,
and providing the space for
creative thinking. In other
words, it’s hard to dream up
new paddle designs when
you are navigating a rushing,
flooding river and trying to
fish for your dinner at the
same time.
Time and energy are
wasted on solving the
wrong problems. The
biggest loss of all is when
people lose precious time
and energy trying to solve
the wrong problems. It
usually plays out something
like this:

The Problem: Workload is becoming
unsustainable and employee
turnover is becoming more frequent,
so you focus on building morale.

The Solution: Let’s add frozen yogurt
in the lobby and do team-building
days!
Or...

The Problem: Everyone is
overwhelmed and working too hard.
The Solution: Let’s tell everyone they
have to use all of their PTO before
the year ends (but they’ll still need to
get all of the same work done).
When leaders only address the
symptoms they see, they believe
they’re taking action, but in reality,
they have only added more to their
infinite to-do lists and exerted more
energy. Unless you dig deeper and
make an effort to truly understand
the underlying patterns, you will
get trapped in an endless cycle of
chasing fixes that attempt to solve
the wrong problems.
Organizational flooding is the
leading killer of high performance
everywhere.
Based on my research, there are
three primary factors that are always
at play in organizations flooded with
competing priorities:
1.

The silent pressure to do it
all

2.

The reality that change is
constant and unpredictable

3.

The fetishization of output

At least one of these factors, usually
all three, are the primary enablers of
flooding in every organization that I
have ever worked with.

